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EFG-R 

EFG-R 
Built-in Controller 

Stroke adjustable 

P h o n e ： 0 7  5 5  - 3 6 3 8 2 4 0 5 

 Servo motor

 Replaceable terminal can suit various
demands

 Can clamp fragile objects, i.e. eggs,
test tubes, and circular rings.

 Applicable to non-air source
environnements,i.e. laboratories and
hospitals

Electric 2-Fingers Parallel Gripper 

Promote a Revolution in Replacing 

Pneumatics Products with Motor-Driven Ones

● The EFG series of motor-driven grippers which can be
replaced the air compressor, filter, solenoid valve, throttle
valve, and pneumatic gripper perfectly.

● With more than 7 million service life, it is in consistent with
Japanese traditional cylinder.
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Application scenario

Detailed parameter table 

EFG-R 

20mm 

80N

≤800 g 

Driving device Cross-Roller Guide+pinion and rack 

Grease supply of device every six months or a million times 

Impact/Vibration resistance 98 m/s² 

Operating temperature range 5~55 °C 

Operating humidity range RH35-80(No frosting) 

Movement 2-finger-parallel
Adjustable stroke adjustable 

Adjustable Gripping force Not adjustable 

Weight 0.458 kg 

44*30*120 mm 

Controller location type built-in 

Power 5 W 

Motor type Servo motor

Motor size 28 mm 

Power supply 24V
Standby current ≤0.02A 

Item 

Total stroke 

Clamping force 
Max clamping weight 

Repeated positioning accyracy

Dimensions（L*W*H）

±0.02 mm 
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Electric gripper EFG -R dimension installation diagram

Huiling-tech Robotic Co., Ltd 

①5-core aviation plug turns RKMV8-354
②The stroke of electric gripper is 20 mm.
③Two M6 screws are used to connect with end 
flange of UR arm in the mounting position.
④Mounting position, fixture mounting 
position（M6 screw）
⑤Mounting position, fixture mounting position(Φ3 
cylinder pin hole)
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Description of electric gripper EFG-R aviation socket terminal 

Electric gripper EFG-20 aviation plug port diagram  

Control signal

+24V

Input pulse

Feedback pulse

GND

  Port Function  Usage   Remarks 

1 

I/O interface should be connected if the logic level of the controller is 3.3V or 5V. 

◆  Electric gripper opens externally with 0V-0.7V(low level) . 

◆  Electric gripper clamps internally with 2.7V-3V (high level). 

It must be 

connected. 

Control signal(control 

clamping or loosening 

Drain open output can be used if the logic level of the controller is higher than 5V. 

◆  Electric gripper clamps internally with Open Drain output(high level). 

◆  Electric gripper opens externally with 0V-0.7V(low level). 

The second method cannot be used if logic level of the controller is higher than 5V.(One electric 

resistance can be connected in series Rx<=8.2K .)

 ◆Electric gripper clamps internally with input higher than 2.7V(high level) 

 ◆Electric gripper opens externally with 0-VLow* input( low level). 

2 +24V Power supply It must be connected. 

3  Input pulse 

◆  Connection method is same to high and low level definition and No. 1 Port(control signal). 

◆  Strokes of control gripper and each pulse are respectively 0-20mm and 0.1mm with 0~200 

pulse input. 

◆  Maximum input 200 pulses, with left and right 10mm. 

It must be connected. 

4  Feedback pulse 

◆  Read-only output and not connected 

◆  Output 0V is low level

◆  Output 3.3V is high level

Selective connection 

5 GND Power supply It must be connected. 

* Explanation

1. VLow<=0.7-2.6*Rx/50K;

2. The front gripper will open to its maximum position
(initialization) after being  electrified.
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●额定电压 24±2V

●电流 0.4A

P h o n e ： 0 7  5 5  - 3 6 3 8 2 4 0 5 

Electrical parameters 

●Rated voltage 24±2V

●Current 0.5A

Wiring diagram

Electric gripper EFG-R physical picture 
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FAQ of electric gripper EFG-F 

1.The rotation has a concentricity requirement, so both sides are close to each other. Does

it stop at the middle position every time?

A：Yes, there is a symmetry error that smaller than 0.1mm, and the repeated accuracy is 

±0.02mm.

2.Does the product include a front-end clamping part?

A:No. Users need to design this part themselves based on the objects they need to clamp. In 

addition, Hui Ling will also provide a small library of clamps. Please contact sales personnel for 

assistance.

3.Where is the controller? Does it need the extra pay?

A：Built-in. No extra pay. It is covered in the cost of clamp.

4.Can it support one-finger movement?

A： No, such product is still under development. Please contact the sales personnel for details.

5.What is the operating speed of EFG-R?

A：EFG-R goes one way in one direction, takes 0.45s, and goes back and forth for 0.9s.

6.What is the clamping force of EFG-R? How to adjust?

A：The clamping force of the EFG-R is 80N, and the clamping force can be adjusted by adding a 

controllable deformation material in front of the gripper, which can be obtained according to the 

corresponding curve of deformation and force. 

7.How to adjust the clamping stroke of EFG-R?

A：The 200 pulses of the EFG-R correspond to a 20mm stroke and 1 pulse corresponds to a 

0.1mm stroke.

8.What happens if I send 300 pulses?

A: The extra pulses will not be executed and there will be no effect.
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9.What happens if I send 200 impulses but the gripper catches objects with 100 pulses?

Will it stop and will the left 100 pulses still be sent?

A: It will stop and after it loosens, the pulses will continue to be sent.

10.How to determine that the gripper clamp objects?

A：For EFG-R, the number of feedback pulses reflects the position of the gripper, so the users can 

determine whether the object is clamped according to the feedback pulse counting.

11.Is this electric gripper  water proofing?

A: The protection level of IP is 65.

12.What is the motor of EFG-F?

A：Servo motor.

13.Is it possible to use EFG-R grippers to clamp objects larger than 20mm?

A: Yes, 20mm refers to the effective stroke, not the size of the object that will be clamped. EFG-R  

can be used to clamp objects with a maximum to minimum size difference within 20mm.

14.If the machine keeps working, will the motor of the gripper be overheated?

A:Through our professional test, if EFG-F keeps working under around 30℃,the  temperature of 

its surface will not be over 50℃.
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1st.Bd.No.7,CRIP.,Dayang Rd.90,Baoan Dist.,Shenzhen,PRC
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